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Sports looks into those
little-kn0\\1l club teams
in a new serie~. "from
Behind the Shadows."
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Area schools display religious posters
by Tim Siniard
~taff

\Vriter

(i)

od may be making an
appearance at a local
elementary or secondary
school near you.
"In God We Trust" po~ters have
recently uppeared in Paducah and
McCracken county classrooms. and
some local citizens want to bring the
posters to Calloway County schools.
The effort. led by the American
Family Association, is part of a
national campaign to place the
posters in every classroom in the
United States. According to the AFA.
'The hope is, the po-'ter will be a
reminder of the historical centrdlity of
God in the life of our republic.''
The AFA is a Christian organization based in Tupelo. Miss., that
works to combat pomobrraphy. gambling and abortion. The group owns
nnd operates more than 200 r..tdio stations across the nation, including

WAPD in Campbclbville, WMTA in
Central City, WAXG in Mount Sterling and WBMK in Morehead.
Kentucky state law allows the
national motto to be displayed in
classrooms according to guidelines
passed in I992.
Prompted by local citizens who
wanted to exercise the law, the Paducah and McCracken county school
boards voted to allow placement of
the posters in clac;srooms.
Lee Chumbler, a Paducah resident
who led the effort to raise money to
purchase the posters from the AFA,
said he and other concerned citizens
wanted to display the posters in every
city and county clac;sroom.
"After both school boards
approved to allow the posters in the
schools, we ordered 1,000 posters to
place in every school classroom,
office and cafeteria," Chumbler said.
"We also gave some to local churches and some private citizens. The
school board provisions do not

require the posters to (be) displayed,
however.''
Cheryl Lawson, public relations
director for the McCmcken County
School System. said some teachers
have not placed the posters in their
rooms and are not required to do so.
''I have been in seveml classroomc;
and have seen them, but not in every
one." Lawson said. "It's not a must."
Lawson said there has been no
opposition to the po:.ters from any
groups or individuals. However. the
matter has led to debates between
groups who suppon displaying the
national motto in schools and those
advocating the separation of church
and state.
Sandra Rains. public information
coordinator for the Paducah Public
School System. said the posters were
up in all city schools. and his office
had not encountered any opposition .
However, according to an editorial
in the Paducah Tilghman High
School student newspaper, "The

Students seek
options after
Mattei closing
by Tim Siniar d
stuff writt'r

Some former Mattei employees who lost their jobs after the
Mattei plant closed last year are
now attending Murray State,
leaving the assembly line behind
in favor of the college classroom.
The
~oy
manufacturer
announced in December it was
clo:sing its Murray plant and
moving 980 jobs to Mexico.
Originally operated by FisherPrice, the plant opened in 1973
and was a major employer in
Murray.
Although the closing worried
some employees, it also may
have served as a blessing for
those who wanted to attend college.
Chri~otie
Woods. freshman
from Murray who was employed
by Mattei for eight years. said
she was scared when plant officials made the announcement.
"There were rumors of the
plant closing for several years. so
1 was not real surprised," Woods
said. "It gave me the opportunity
to do something with my life. If J
didn't take advantage of the
opportunity to '3Uend college. I
would have regretted it."
Woods said her tuition and
books are pnid for from funds
provided by the North American
Free .Trade Agreement .
"We have to complete our
associate's degree in two years
for NAFT A to pay for school,'"
WooJs said.
Woods said she has been making good grades and even made
the Jean's list her first semester.
"The clas<oes are getting harder, though," Woods said.
Woods and her husband, who
also is attenuing Murray State to
earn a degree in business administration. have a six-year-old son
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in kindergarten.
"We all get up together in the
morning to go to school, and my
son thinks it's cool," Woods
said .
Other former Mattei employees were grateful for the chance
to leave factory work behind and
go on to earn a college degree.
"1 was glad the plant shut
down," said Melissa Skinner, an
associate business administration
major from Paris. Tenn. "I did
not like working at Mattei and
always wanted to go to school."
Skinner said the Worker
Investment Act pays for her college expenses.
''They pay for tuitiOn. supplies
- everything," Skinner said.
"This was just a great opportunity."
Many said going to school fulltime could increase stress within
the family without encouragement and support from spouses.
Christy McCann, freshman
from Springville, Tenn., said her
husband takes on ndditional
duties while she studies for her
classes.
"He helps take cure of the
kids," McCann said. "He makes
sure they are fed and have had
their baths before bedtime."
According to Sandra Parks.
director of the Murray State
Career Development Center.
there are currently 77 former
Mattei employees attending
Murray State who are taking
advantage of programs that pay
college tuition . Pifteen former
employees receive assistance
through funds available from
NAFTA, and 62 stuJents obtain
college tUition through the
Workforce lnvestment Act.
Park\ said workers who Jose
their job~ to foreign competition

see MATTEL I 14
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Tilghman Bell," students criticized the decision .
''There is no difference in being
patriotic and being offensive. und in
this case. it was a very fine line that
was crossed without (student or
teacher} permission or approval," the
editorial stated.
Randy Sharp. uirector of special
projects for the AFA, said hi!': organi1lltion sells the p():)ters to anyone
wanting to donate them to schools,
and bulk rates are available to citi1.ens
or groups who purchao;e 500 or more
posters.
1be posters also are displayed in
Ballard County cla~srooms, and
Chumbler said he is worldng to bring
the posters to Calloway County
schools.
"I have sent the poster:s to some
people in Calloway County, but I
have not heard anything back from
them." Chumbler said. "But we (are)
going to ke'ep trying."
Chumbler sait.l he was nut aware of

any
effort
to pluce
the posters in
Murray
State
classrooms, but :said he
would gladly help to mise funds for
the purch3SC.
Chumbler also said he was not
aware of any resistance to the posters'
dLc;pluy.
Frank Simon. Kentuck")' :state director for the AFA, said the American
Civil Lilx"'rties Union filed suit two
years ago to stop uistrihution of the
po~te~ in public schools but failed,
and there hac; been no opposition
from the ACLU since.
'1bey have given up," Simon said.
''They filed suit to try to stop it, but

Wellness Center jumps last hurdle
b y Adam L. Mathis
staff writer

At a special meeting Saturday,
the Board of Regents' voted
unanimously to approve n mc:morandum of agreement that will
allow construction of the proposed Wellness Center to begin.
After receiving approval for
the project from the Council on
Postsecondary Education on
Nov. 4, the board met in a spe·
cial session to approve the Wellness Center project since iime
was critical, Murray State President F. King Alexanuer said.
"The city is waiting for us to
approve the actual contract and
the memorandum of agreement
using general obligation bonds
with the city of Murray worth
$10 million," Alexander said.
In the memorandum, the city
of Murray agreed to pay $10
million in general obligation
bonds for the construction of the
Wellness Center. Vice President
of Finance and Administrative
Services Tom Denton · said. In
exchange, the University agreed
to repay the city of Murray for
the bonds by charging studc:nts

for the center.
Students will pay $3 per credit
hour, up to $36, while faculty
and staff wi II pay a membership
fee, Student Government Association President Jace Rabe said.
Rabe said allowing members
of the community to usc the
facility could lead to insurance

which is scheduled for January,
and will be located behind
Springer College ill the current
location of the fom~all practice
field .
Plans for the facility include a
rock-climbing wall, two racquetball courts. two full-siTe basket·
hall courts, weight und aerobic

" 1 have no doubt that when (the
Wellness Center) comes out, and
we're finished, it will be perceived
as one of the best in the United
States. ''
F. King Alexand er
University

problems and hurt community
fitness centers.
"Thi<: is not something we
need to open up to the Murray
community," Rabe said.
The Wellness Center is
expected to be completed 14
months after groundbrenking.
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than many fitness centers nt
other universities, A!exundet
~ait.l Murrny State's faci lity will
be recognized nationally because
of the diverse activities that will
be available to students.
"I have no d1.1Ubt that when it
comes out, and we're fini shed. it
will be perceived a~ one of the
best in the United States,"
Alexander said.
Rabe snid through se' era I
efforts, such as campus su1 11eys,
the Wellness Center cmnmittce
feels it has l'l<!en able to gather
the majority of the studenb'
wants.
••This is the students' dream<:
and visions put into rcali1y;·
Rabc said ,
Alexander said the faci lity will
also be beneficial to the state by
aiding in the improvement of
student health .

areas. a lap and recreation pool
and an outdoor activity area,
Alexander said.
"The more diverse opportunities we have in thi s facility, the
better it will be.'' Alexander
said.
While the facility is smaller

"This is really for ~otudcnt~ .
and we want 10 make sure that it
is indeed for students." Alexander said . "Our student athletes
hnve great fa\:ihties. but our stu dents as a whnle generally do not
when it comes to wellnc<;s anJ
physic:ll fitness."

Football players, fraternities on cool-down
by Me lissa Kilco yn e
stafl w ritcr
Afler recent altercations at several fraternity hou~e:-. members of
the t~lOtball team ure no longer
permitted to attend fraternity
e"Vents, and fraternity members :1re
restricted 10 only attending events
hosted by their own fraternity.
The decision was made Monday
ut a meeting between Student
Affair~. the athletic ucpartmeht
and fraternity presidents.
According to Interfraternity
Council President Jon Wright. all
of those involved supported the
decision.
"Along with Student Affairs
and the athletic department. we
decided th:u the football players
don•t need to come to fraternity

social events anymore." Wright
said. "The athletic department is
going to enforce that. We're going
to enforce I hat indi'< idually, and
Student Aftiurs is going to enforce
that."
Football Head Coach Joe Pannun?io said he plans to enforce the
decision appropriately.
"I think it's good that it's across
the board," Pannunzio l!aid. ''Each
case will be handled indiviuually
anu appropriately and in u stern
manner. but hnp~fully v.e won't
have to get to that point."
Athletic Director E.W. Denni·
son also said there will be penalties if future problems arise.
"We're willing to follow the
rub just like everybody else,"
Dennison said. "If our guys are in
the wrong, there will be conse-

quences ."
Bnurer. the meeting oetween inth After all fraternity oflicers hold viduul frntcrnities and football
meetings with Vice President of represent nth c' w ns reqUired
Student Affair~ Don Robertson, because of a variety of con cern~;,
the fraternity events may be
"We have some concerns relatreopened. According to Wright, ed to each ch.1pter. In order to get
the e\ents will remain closed at thetr <tttention und emph:ISIIC the
least until after Winter Break.
importance of this, we have cho·
"They kind of termed it as a sen to take thts measure." Saurer
cooling-off period," Wright c;aid . ~oaid . ''The goal is to work \\ith
"They want to :;end u message that each chapter to addres<; our con·
we need to relax a little bit. and cerns and have the chapters ,take
they want 10 talk to the chapter ' s measures to .tddress them."
officers to tell them v. hat they
Alpha Gamma Rho President
Zack Hobbs said he is in favor of
expect out of them.
"All the officers have to meet the docbion as a temporary solu·
with Dr. Robertson. and (the lion.
restrictions) won't be lifted until
"I think it' s n good pan-time
that ' s completed, but ufter that. if rule," Hobbs saiJ . "I don' t sec it
they decide there' s still friction . -as a good thing for Grdek un11y il'
(the restrictions) "'ill cunlinue."
it continues. but it' s ·a good part·
According to IFC ndviser Jim time solution to a problem...
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lost.
Displaying the posters in public
schools wns ruled constitutional by
the court."
The ACLU did not return messages
left by '11~e Murray State Nev.'S."
Simon said the AFA also is working to rcinstute school prayer.
"We are pn)posmg a constitutional
amendment 10 Congresc;," Simon
said. "We are gmhenng signatures for
a petition. and we are planning to get
school pmyer back in schools soon."

:e:;;;• :z: ;

news edltor: Marci Owen
assistant news editor: Taylor Marie E't\.ing
phone: 762-'1468
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catllpus briefly

There will be a potluck dinner at
5:30 p.m. in Woods Hall and an
international film in the Curris Cen·
ter Thellter at 7 p.m. Nov. 22 as part
of International Education Week.

liS hosts 'Triple A' workshop to
address cultural differences
As part of International Education
Week, the Institute for International
Studies is hosting a workshop,
"Triple A: Africans, Asians and
African-Americans - Demystif~ng
the Myths," from 1 to 4 p.m. Nov. 22
in the Curris Cl·nter smaH ·ballroom .
The workshop wiJI address cultur·

Political Science honor society
to sponsor political discussion
Murrny State's Zeta Phi chapter of
Pi Sigma Alpha, the national political-science honor society, is sponsoring the prQgram "Women tn K~n
tucky Politics" at 3 p.m. Nov. 22 in
the Cui'ris Center Barkley ro()m:
Partictp.mts will include Executive

7:26 a.m. A stolen laptop was found

possibly intoxicated individual at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Police Department was notified.
kits valued at $200 each stolen from
Wells Hall.
9:28 a.m. There was a motor vehicle
accident in the 15th and Olive park~
ing lot.
1:33 p.m. A caller reported someone
had glued the doorknob of the Stu· ·
dent Government Association office.
A report was taken.
3:59 p.m. A student at the Expo Center was thrown from a horse. The
subject was transported to the hospital by the EMS.
10:18 p.m. A caller reported her wallet stolen from her pocket in the
Thoroughbred Room .
10:37 p.m. A caller requested an officer after a deer ran into his van at
Oakhurst.

Student Affairs to recognize
December graduates Tuesday

al similarities, differences and
stereotypes and conclude with a
strategic list of practical applications
de:.igned to enhllnce effective com·
munication across cultures.
For more information, contact
Doris Clark-Parham by phone at
762-5429 or by e-mail nt doris.dark·
parham@murraystatc.cdu.

4:24 a.m. An officer was out with a

9:20 a.m. A caller reported training

American Humanics and Health
Services are sponsoring the Great
American Smoke-Out from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Curris Center Thursday.
·
For more information, phone 762·
6175.

International Education Week
to include dinner, foreign tnm

Thursday, Nov. 7
at Fifteenth & Olive. The Murray

Great American Smoke-Out
to be held in Currls Center

During a date auction Wednesday night in Richmond College, Justin Kane,
junior from Camden, Tenn., brought in $12 for the fund-raiser by dancing
for the crowd. All proceeds will go to St. Jude Children's Hospital.

november IS, 2002

•police ])eat

Cabinet of Kentucky Government
Secretary Crit Luellen, Representative Tanya Puellin, 5th Judicial Circuit District Court Judge Renee
Williams and Murray City Council
member Doris Clark-Parham.
Participants will discuss their
views of women in Kentucky poli·
tics. The presentations will be followed by a question-and-answer
session.

Karri Wurlhl"lhe News

t h e m urray state n ews

Faculty and staff members are
invited to attend the Senior Break·
fast honoring December graduates at
8 a.m. Tuesday in the Curris Center
ballroom.
Tickets for the breakfast are $4.50
and can be purchased from department secretaries or Office of Student
Affairs until Nov. 25.
For more information, phone 7626831.

Friday, Nov. 8
1:48 a.m. There was a noise com-

plaint at College Courts.
10:14 p.m. A Racer Patrol unit
requested officer assistance because
the fencing club refused to leave
Beshear Gym.
1:01 p.m. There was a report of a car
alarm sounding continuously in the
Alumni Affairs parking lot.

Murray State Junior receives
award from honor society
Michael Peyton, junior from Paducah, was recently selected to receive
the annual chapter Merit Award
from the National Society of Colle·
giate Scholars.
The Merit Award is presented to
an outstanding new member who
embodies the three pillars upon
which the NPCS was founded: schol·
arship, leadership and service.

Monday, Nov. 11
12:40 a.m. A caller reported someone

had broken a window at Richmond
College.
1:35 a.m. A caller reported a male subject trying to kiss females at Regents
College. The subject was gone upon
officer arrival.
11:20 a.m. There was a report of a
harassing e-mail at Sparks Hall.
12:09 p.m. A caller reported reoccur·
ring activities at Faculty Hall that could
be related to a larger pattern of vandalism.
9:49 p.m. A caller was stuck in an elevator in Hart College.
10:30 p.m. There was a complaint about
a reckless driver in the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot.

·Tuesday, Nov. 12
2:28 a.m. There was a report of a stolen
backpack at Franklin College. A report
was taken.
7:49 a.m. There was a distress call from
a subject in an elevator in Hart College.
Facilities Management was notified.
11:50 a.m. An officer completed a self·
accident report for Murray State's president after the president's accident with
a deer.

Saturday, Nov. 9

Wednesday, Nov. 13

12:02 a.m. Nonstudent Christopher

9:32 a.m. There was a report of a stolen

McCuiston was arrested at Northwinds Trailer Park for DUI third
offense.
2:47 p.m. A subject in Roy Stewart
Stadium fell in the stands and was
transported to the hospital by the
EMS.
11:02 p.m. The residence director at
Elizabeth College reported a resident
signed in an intoxicated person and
then left the building.

butcher block from the Applied Sci·
ence Building.
11:25 a.m. There was a report of a car
speeding through the mall area when
students were present. An officer
advised Facilities Management.
1:05 p.m. A citation was issued to a
motorist in front of Pier 1 for having
expired tags, a suspended license and
no insurance.
8:32 p.m. A caller reported a juvenile
playing computer games in Alexander
Hall. The subject was found to be a
student.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Taylor
Sunday, Nov. 10
Marie Ewing, assistant news editor.
1:47 a.m. A subject lost his keys and
Anyone i11terested ifl submitting a
wallet down an elevator shaft at HesPolice Escorts-8
brief should send all information to tlte
ter College. Central Plant was notiMotorist Ass~.sts-5
r
1
f
I
MUrray State N&s f1y'jax attf16~"3175 , fied; ' '
or e-mail at thenews®murra.ystate.edu.
3:39: :a:m., A verpal warning was Police Betlt is .compiltd "9 T~~Yior Marit
• Briefs must be received by iTuesdtzy ·
issued •to a r motorist- for excessive r f;wi~tg, assistant news editor. All diseach week for publicatiou.
speed on Chestnut Street.
patched calls are not listed.

Mobile Mattie
"Can you read us now? Good."
Our reception is clear every time. Want to hear the lowdown on
Murray State University? We've got your number. No more expensive
calling plans ... in fact we're free. Every week. Every time.

Murray State University Students
currently enrolled in:

CIV 10 1 or CIV 102

Wor ld Civil izations & Cultures
Do you have a c opy o f t:his t:ext:book?

If !iD, you !ihould go t:o t:he M!iU
Book!it:ore in t:he Curri!i Cent:er and
exchange it: for a new copy.
•

No refunds or exchanges will be made after •

Friday, December 13 , 2002.
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Conner claims she received
special treatment from Patton
CLINTON (AP) - Gov. Paul Patton's
former mistress says she got special
treatment and an advance Medicaid payment of more than $100,000 for her nursing home even before she began her
affair.
Tina Conner said she told state and
federal investigators that she received
the irregular payment through Patton's
office in 1996 to help her cash-strapped
nursing home, Birchtree Healthcare of
Clinton.
State officials say payments were
made to Birchtree and other nursing
homes so they could stay financially stable at a time when a new Medicaid
provider was not promptly paying.
Cabinet
for
Health
Services
spokesman Gil Lawson said Tuesday
that the $130,000 paid to Birchtree was
above board.
"As far as we're concerned, the payments to Birchtree were all through the
Medicaid program for legitimate reasons," Lawson said. "Nothing in the
records indicates there was anything
inappropriate."

Judge approves allowance
for former governor's widow
LEXINGTON (AP) · A bankruptcy
judge has approved a $2,973 monthly
allowance for the widow of former Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson.
Martha Wilkinson's budget inclu des
$300 monthly for lawn care and $100 for
swimming-pool maintenance for homes
in Lexington and Florida.
Her creditors did not oppose her
request for money, which was presen ted
during an emergency hearing before
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge William S.
Howard .
The allowance is less than one-fourth
of the $11 ,152 a month imposed by the
same bankruptcy judge on Wa llace
Wilkinson in July 2001, about a year
before his death. Wilkinson was suffering from cancer and had major medical
expenses.
Both allowances would be dwarfed by
the $232,506 a month the Wilkinsons
spent before Wallace Wilkinson was
forced into bankruptcy, with $418.4 million in debts, in February 2001.

Man frees trapped girl
from washing machine
LONG

BEACH,

3

Calif.

(AP) - A 6-year-old girl was
trapped in a coin-operated
washing machine that was fill·
ing with water until a passerby
saw her and smashed the appliance's window with a tire iron,
authorities said.
The girl and her rescuer were
taken to a hospital, where the
child underwent surgery to
repair cuts to her face and body.
She was in stable condition.
Kloeum Nhem, 36, received
stitches for cuts on his arm and
was released.
The girl was at the laund ry
with her mother Tuesday when
she climbed into the front-loading machine and the door
closed behind her, said Fire
Department spokesman Wayne
Chaney. When the wash cycle
began, the door locked and she
couldn't get out.
As the washer begin to fiU
with water, I<loeum Nhem tried
to smash the glass with his arm.
When that failed, he got a tire
iron from his car.

Mayor donates beams
to UniversitY of Kansas
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP)
Officials at the Dole Institute
of Politics at the University of
Kansas plan to incorporate
beams from the World Trade
Center rubble into the land·
scape at the new facility.
Richard Norton Smith,
director of the institute, says
they asked the office of New
York
Mayor
Michael
Bloomberg for the two beams
because
of
connections
between former Kansas Sen.
Bob Dole's political and military service and the curren t
world situation in the wake of
last year's terrorist attacks.
The beams arrived Tuesday
and will be put in place at the
Dole center on the university's West Campus.

The two beams - 10.5 feet
long and 4 feet in diameter will be kept in a campus storage building until a permanent memorial can be built.
Smith said he wanted to
encase them in glass outdoors
at the Dole Institu te's new
building, under construction
near the Lied Center.

Man claims explosives
inside rental vehicle
WASHJNGTON (AP) - A
man was arrested Wednesday
morning outside the Agriculture Department after claiming
to have explosives, officials
said .
Disbict of Columbia Fire and
Rescue spokesman Allen Etter
said no explosives or other
incendiary devices had been
found in a rental van parked
outside the department, part of
which was evacuated. Several
streets were closed in the area,
bringing traffic to a standstill.
Officials tore open a file box
full of books and inspected a
suitcase and clothing bags.
A D.C. police officer said a
man was being questioned.

Federal Reserve chair
speaks about economy
WASHINGTON (AP) • Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan told Congress
Wednesday the economy has
proven "remarkably resilient"
over the past year but warned
that shocks from falling stock
prices and worries about a war
with Iraq are dimming growth
prospects.
Greenspan said the Fed's
decision last week to cut interest rates by a larger-thanexpected half point was the
central bank's response to the
growing dangers, and he
repeated the Fed's view in its
rate-cut announcement that
the central bank believed the
economy w ould be able to pull
out of the current weak period.

Officials: taped voice
probably bin Laden
WASHINGTON
(AP)
U.S. counterterrorism officials believe a new audiotape attributed to Osama
bin Laden is probably
authentic and are treating
it as new evidence that the
long-absent
terrorist
leader is still alive, a U.S.
official familiar with the
tape said Wednesday.
"It's probably h is voice,"
said the official, speaking
on the condition of
anonymity. " It cannot be
said with absolute ce rtainty."
At the White House,
President George W. Bush
told congressional leaders
Wedn esday
the
n ew
audiotaped statement was
"timely," suggesting that
bin Laden is alive, House
Speaker Dennis Hastert
told reporters.

Israelis raid Nablus,
hunting for militants
NABLUS, West Bank
(AP) - In the biggest arrest
sweep in months, Israeli
troops hunting for militants
stormed dozens of homes
in this Palestinian city
Wednesday, while Israeli
Foreign Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu renewed a call
to expel Yasser Arafat.
Netanyahu made the
demand in a meeting of
Israel's security Cabinet on
Wednesday, and it was also
supported by Defense Min·
ister Shaul Mofaz, said
Netany ahu spokeswoman
Rena Riger. The Cabinet
made no decision.
On Tuesday, Netanyahu
told a Likud Party convention that, if he became
prime minister after jan. 28
elections, he would m ake it
a priority to kick out

Arafat.
Wagging his finger,
Arafat responded angrily
Wed nesday: "Netanyahu
has to remember that I am
Yasser Arafat, and that this
is my land and the land of
my g rand-grand-grandgrand-grandfathers."

German Parliament
fines poiHical party
BERLIN (AP) - A Ger·
man opposition party said
Wednesd ay it has been
fin ed 839,000 euros by
parliament fo r irregula r
financing of a campaign
leaflet that attacked Jewish
and Israeli leaders and
p rompted accusations of
anti-Semitism.
The penalty matches the
am ount spent on the
leaflet by Juergen Moellemann, who quit as deputy
head of the Free Democra ts afte r others in the
party b la med the controversy for its poor showing
in Sept. 22 national elec·
tions.
Pa rty officials said they
intend to pay the penalty
ordered by ' Parliament
President Wolfgang Thierse.

Pope to speak before
Italian Parliament
VATICAN CITY (AP) A
century ago, relations
between the Vatican and
Italy were so antagon istic
that popes refused to recognize the newly unified
country and declared
themselves "prisoners" of
the Vatican.
Pop e John Paul II will
take an other step toward
healing that rift on Thursday when he becomes the
first pontiff to address the
Italian parliament.
Italians
have
been
almost giddy with antici·

pation of the event, with
local newspapers speculating daily abou t what the
Polish-born pope might
say and politicians marveling a t the historic significance of the visit.

Officials Investigating
radioactive particles
LONOON (AP) - Britain's
nuclear authorities were
investigating Wednesday
after 20 workers at a
nuclear reprocessing plant
were exposed to radioactive particles.
The U.K. Atomic Energy
Authority said radiation
was detected Tuesday on
the shoes of 18 workers at
th e Dounreay p lant in
Caithness, northern Scotland. Two other workers
had contaminated particles on their hands.
The incident occurred as
70 workers were using
robotic a rms to lift
radioactive
materia Is,
which were shielded from
by
protective
them
screens.

Nightclub explosion
delights key suspect
BA Ll, Indonesia (AP)
Wednesday, the key suspect in the Bali nightclub
attack that killed nearly
200 people said, he was
"delighted" the bomb
exploded.
Reporters and photographers were allowed to be
present during part of a
meeting between the suspect, Amrozi, and National Police Chief Gen. Da'i
Bachtiar.
"I am delighted that it
successfully exploded,"
Amrozi told Bachtiar.

World Briefly is compiled by
Tim Siniard, staff writer.

ADIFFERENCE!

lEW: "Your Passport to Globalizati·o n"
November 18 - 22
Monday 1sill

• Study Abroad a: International Photo Conteet a: Exbiblt. lOam - 2pm CC Dance Lounce.
• International Education Week Opentna Reception. 12pm CC Dance LouJICe.
• West Africa. Weet llldlee, Eut Aala: We AD Make These Sacrifices for Sclence. 12:30-1:45
CC Cumberland Rm.
• The Global Influence on M... Communication. 2:45pm - 4pm CC Tenneuee Room.
• Faculty Presentations: Europe in Tranaltion, Modem China, &: International Experiences.
5 :0CHJ: l5 CC Cumberland Room.
• Tute of Culture: Thailand. 6 :30pm 15th and OUn.

Tuesday 19th
• Impact of 9/11 and it's AftenDath on International Education: BroWilb&ClAmcheon.
12:30pm - 1:30pm cc Dance Lounce.
• Faculty Pruentattu: 1'1lrDiDC Travels Into Pat.nttnas: Literature of Brull, Italy, &: Chlna.
2pm - 3 :15pm CC Mluiuppl Room.
• German National Identity &: Globalbatton. 4 :30pm -5 :45pm CC Cumberland Room.
• Intercultural Communication in the Sciences and Profeulons. 6pm -7:30pm Woods BaD
Lobby B.
• Access to Health Servlcee Around the World. 6pm -8pm · Muon BaD Auditorium.

Wednesday

2oth

• International Buaar. lOam • 2pm CC Ballroom.
• Study Abroad: Swapping Culturee and TeWn' Stories. 1:30pm - 3:00pm CC Barkley
Room.
• Comparative Allalysia: Bellse &: Toao 1:30pm - 2 :30pm CC Cumberland Room
• Intercultural Communication in the Sciences and Profeutona. 6pm - 7:30pm Woods
Hall Lobby B.

Thursday 21n
• Resources for Wrtttna International Gnnts, Brownbaa Lunch. 12pm - lpm Woods Hall
Lobby B.
• Painless Professional Development: GettJna There from Here. lpm - 2:30pm Woods Hall
Lobby B.
• EverytJUna You Want to Know About Dom, International Research but are Afraid to A8k.
3pm - 4 :30pm Faculty Ball 208.
• International Ambusador Forum on International Student Campus Involvement. 3pm 5 :30pm Woods Hall Lobby B.
• International M.lc Ntaht. Spm CC Stables.

Friday 22d
• The Importance of Global Trade in Kentucky's Economy. 9:30pm - lO:~m CC
Tenneuee Room.
• Europe, The Euro and EU. 10:30am- 11:30am CC Misslulppl Room.
• Career Opportunities In the Global Market. 11:30am - 12:30pm Woods Hall Lobby B.
• Africans, Aaiana, and African-Americans: Demystlfyt.naf the Myths. 12:30pm - 4 :00pm
CC Ballroom.
• International Ambusador Potluck. 6:30 Woods Hall Lobby.
• llltematlonal Film Festival. 7p~ CC Theater.
For seulon abstracts, pleue vtslt the lEW webstte:
,....m,unuky.edu/gacd/clp/ur!lcea/lew.htm
Seuion ticket provides proof of attendance.

The American Humanics Program (AH) at
Murray State University offers an academic
minor in Youth & Nonprofit Leadership,
specifically designed for students who want
to Make A Difference through programs of
education, health & fitness, recreation and
character development.
Call Dr. Roger Weis at 762-3808 or stop by room 105 of
Carr Health Building for an informal m eetin g.

YOU MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE
FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE SPRING TERM ...
YNL 290

Youth & Human SeiV1ce
9:30 - 10:4 5 a .m.
Organization s (Community
Section s 1 & 2
Service Learning)

YNL 351

Leadership & Su pport
Systems in Youth &
Human Service
Organ izations

11 a .m. - 12:15 p.m .
Section s 1 & 2

T & TH

T&TH

Special AH Scholarships Are Available

- - - - -

------

-

--- ---

~----

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • •
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Ex sex leads to trouble
In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila

"senous
· 1y
consider your
friendship
with anyone
who would
date your evil

ex."

Once again. a situation has
developed in the new£room (apparently the newsroom has become a
veritable breeding ground for
socially relevant topics) that merits
discussion simply because it is so
universal -and when I say universal, I mean college students should
be able to relate.
I'm talking about sex with an ex.
I can imagine the mass recoil-indisgust reaction sweeping across
campus. To be quite honest, I realize there are only a handful of people that actually read my often bitterly sarcastic diatribes. But for the
sake of those loyal readers, I shall
continue.
A friend of mme (and yes, it is a
friend - not just me pretending to
be a character in my column)
broke up with her boyfriend after
an intense four-year relationship.
Appnrently the ex would like to
"get together" with my friend's
best friend, and the best fnend is
actually considering it.
What would you do? How would
you feel if your ex wanted to hook
up with your best friend? What if
the best friend was gung-ho about
the idea as well'!
Here's where logic and all linear
thought are completely thrown out

the window. After a breakup. you
are the center of the universe. Your
feelings take precedence over all
activities going on at the time. It's
perfectly fine for you to be completely selfish and self-absorbed.
· How could an ex be so insensitive? Most exes already are considered the scum of the earth, worthy
of banishment to the isle of forgotten relationships. but dating one's
best friend is unforgivable. This is
the point where I would normally
say that an ex such as that should
be devoured by a pack of ravenous
squim:ls, but J'lltake the high road
and just advise that if anyone else
is experiencing something like this.
you should cut off all communication whatsoever. Your evil ex is
either trying to get back at you.
which is childish and petty to say
the least, or they're actually trying
to start a relationship with your
best friend - the thought of which
is loathsome and disgusting in
itself. So forget the ex- they're not
worth a second thought.
But remember, there's not just
one guilty party here. If your best
friend really does have your best
interest in mind, they will reject the
notion immediately. then sympathize with y-our situation and join

MSU :HOfr1E OF TJIE WORLD's LARGEST SPE£D BUMPS

you in a mutual hatred of the opposite sex which typically lasts until
the ex becomes a Peace Corps volunteer and moves to subtropical
Costa Rica, or you start drooling
over the cute waitress or waiter at
Fifteenth & Olive. Now if your socalled best friend actually considers dating your ex, you know
there's something \Hong with the
picture. As your friend, they should
be sympathetic to your feelings and
your feelings alone. Seriously
reconsider your friendship with
anyone who would date your evil
ex.
In short, exes and current friends,
like Jim and Tammy Fay Baker,
should be able to get together, but
only on a purely platonic level,
You might think the friendship is
strong enough to withstand anything, but love and sex are pretty
strong forces that can drive a
proverbial stake in the heart of any
friendship.
Ex sex is bad ne\\ s. When it
comes to matters of the heart, the
only friends you can really count
on are Ben and Jerry. They're
always there when you need 'em.
Severo A vi/a is opinion editor for
"The Murray State News.''

Student recounts job experience
In My
Opinion

Krista
Matheny

Many students come to Murray with
two pennies, and if they're lucky, some
lint in their pockets In my time here.
I've learned where to shop (Wal-Mart
and Kroger are the must expensive) and
where not to work.
When money got so tight that I was
wandcnng around my apartment with a
metal detector looking for loose change
to pay my electric bill. I decided to
become one of the hundreds of Mudents
who depend on their wages from the
public and became a server. I got my job
nt a place with one of the worse reputations in the area. r really didn't think it
was a big deal since I've had a job since
1 was thirteen and am not a stranger to
hard work. But, let me tell you, after
more than a year of late Friday nights
.sweeping Ooors and early Sunday mornings serving countless breakfast orders, it
lives up to that reputation.
It wasn't the loss of weekends that
bothered me, or the lousy tips. It was the
manager. The servers would silence their
conversations and desperately luok for
something to clean \\hene\cr his bald
head cume into view under the Ouores-

cent lighb. It wasn't that we were lazyempty dinmg rooms and nothing to do
wouh.ln't spare us from an undeserved
tongue-lashing. We knew not to expect
one ounce of respect from this man. In all
the years I've worked, in alithe jobs I've
had (four since I came here), never have
I seen the sheer apathy an overseer can
have for his employees. One wonderful
thing I came to expect from him was
eavesdropping; he'd listen in on conversations then discipline employees, even
if their conversations had nothing to do
with the job objectives or restaurant.
There was a rumor arnong the servers
thut he preferred to do this rather than his
actual job.
I tried. I really tried to hold my temper
(and with it, my job) while \\Orking with
him. LuckiTy, there were other managers
that had that key ingredient: respect for
their employees. Jobs go two ways.
Respect for the management and vice
versa. lt's the kind of thing that makes a
difference in whether nn employee
comes to work with a gun. writes a
newspaper article about her experiences
or actually enjoys her job. But my efforts

Greek activities
diversify Murray's
dull party scene

were to nu avail, and I quit my job over a
lousy bin of silverware. ll's a long,
involved waste of time that I won't trouble you with. However, here are some
helpful tips when job hunting to avoid
the job from hell.
Tip I: If you are made to wait more
than 10 minutes for an interview, leave.
If they don't care enough to spend five
minutes trying to figure if you're a serial
killer or not, then they probably won't
treat you with much respect if hell
free1.es over and you do get the job.
Tip 2: If you get a strange feeling
about any of the managers. go by your
gut.
Tip 3: If you hear rumors about the
place being a hell on earth, listen to
them. Rumors are there for a reason.
With the Christmas season coming,
jobs are opening up left and right. If you
are one of the many who needs a job,
bear this in mind. Trust me, it isn't worth
it.

Best Wishes,
John

College is a place of social and academic learning, and this week l wa), once
again educated with a crash course in
ignorance, courtesy of Adam Mathis. If
you had the "pleasure" of reading Mathis'
commentary ("Bikini bull-riding projects
bad image") last week, you read his bashing of Sigma' Pi fraternity members and
Greeks as a whole for an event that he
himself did not even attend. In the commentary, Sigma Pi was slammed for being
an unsavory organization. However, the
female participants who attended volunteered of their own free will, and the
males in attendance participated under
those same circumstance!~.
Once again, Mathis show:; us a stereotypical Christian, conservative opinion by
making judgments without being
informed and immediately dismissing
what he does not understand as immoral.
The purpose of this commentary is in no
way to shoot down Christian conservatives, or Mathis, for that matter. Its purpose is simply to educate and inform.
Unfortunately, what Mathis fails to see is
the reason why an organization would
choose to have a party such as this. The
answer, clear and simple, is that with
everyone going to the same places to party
every night of the week, it is difficult to
draw people to somewhere different .
Sigma Pi is just trying to attract people to
its parties and get its name out in order to
attract members to the organization . I
don't think anyone, even Mathis, can fault
a social organization for becoming creative and stirring the stagnant Murray
party scene with something out of the
ordinary.
So. enjoy the same boring parties this
week that we had the week before.
because if Mathis has it his way, that is all
we wi 11 have.

Jolm Gibson is a columnist for "The
Murray State News."

Stephen Vali is a senior public relations
major from Owmsboro.

In My
Opinion

Kri.~ta Matheny is a creati\·e writing
major from Fairfield, Ohio.

Steven
Vali

John gives advice to disillusioned Idaho columnist
On
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Dear John,

Dear Befuddled,

Urn. hi ... long-time reader, first· time
\\Titer. I am actually having some difficultie), ""lth something right now. and I
was hoping you could give me a little
assistance You see, 1 happen to be a
struggling columnist for a student newspaper ... oohh. we 'II just call it '1'he
Newspaper." Anyway, I write every
week ahout random stuff, and I am really wondering if people are actually paymg attention to what I write. Sometimes
J have written about the speed bumps at
the local Super K-Mart, and other times
I have written about VJdeo games. I
would like to think I am captivating my
audience by beginning every commentary with ''Good morning. dudes." and
by including a reference to Tombstone
Pizza in every rant, as well. Pleao;e, oh
wise one ... is there something else 1can
do?

What?! You write for a student newspaper. and rather than cover groundbreaking, thought-provoking issues. you
wrne about speed bumps and video
games?
My God - no wonder no one reads
your column. Are these things really
something people care to read? I think
not. I am surprised someone has not yet
told you your writings are sub-par. Or
have they'?
"Good mornmg, dudes." What kinda
intro is that? It has as much of a chance
at captivating an audience as Vin Diesel
has at being nominated for best actor.
And what is this hoosafudge about mentioning Tombstone Pizza in every commentary? Don't you know mentioning
any product in any column is tantamount to selling out, no matter what
product it is'? I mean, I don't even care if
it is Totino's Party Piua; shameless
promotions of products have no place in

-Bduddled in Boise

"I don't think
anyone, even
Mathis, can
fault a social
organization
for becoming
creative and
stirring the
stagnant
Murray party
scene with
something out
of the
ordinary."

a student column. Grow a spine, man.
Stand up to the Tombstone Pizza Corporation.
Jeez, you are probably the same type
of person who would go as Ray Stant/.
(of "Ghostbusters" fame) on Halloween,
and are definitely the type who, if you
had turned your column into a cheap
Ann Landers bit for a week. would write
a letter to yourself when no one
responded, claiming to be someone
working for another student newspaper.
correct'!
My advice to you'? Just quit At this
point. the only thing reading you is the
bottom of a bird cage.
Might I suggest you go find a job at
Wai-Mart Tire and Lube Express?

Reluctant wedding guest discusses disadvantages of rushing into marriage, decides to wait
O~oer the past summer. I had the pleasure of going to
a new last name that, to be honest, I couldn't remem·
an event that is becoming all too common for people ber. I walked down the line, which was full of enough
our age, I was in~oited to attend yet another wedding. smiles and congratulations to till the RSEC. I saw
This wedding was to celebrate the marriage of u girl I some girls I had logged many hours with at slumber
hud been friends with since the fifth grade to a guy I parties throughout the years. I knew these girls in a
didn't even know. I would be traveling home to attend way I kne\\ no one else.
this wedding and I was already having doubts about I was almo~t perplexed
thts event, which was to be located m a dry county. to see some of them I
~ow I' m not saying the wedding would have been any
had not seen in a while.
dil'tercnt in a \\Ct county, just that the reception would What would I say1 We
have l>nunded mu~h more enticing. ~onethelc~s. I got had very different lives
all dre~sed up. packed my car for the tnp h\>me and now, or so it seemed.
headed off to the church dressed in tlowers and rib- These girls were mar·
bons galore.
ried and going through
I sat there during the wedding and watched as my a ""hole set of life
childhood friend, Y.ho was dre~sed all in Y.hite, com- changes I was not quite
mined to love and cherish the man in front of her ... ready for yet.
forevt"r. Now I wish my friend all the best. and I hope
I approached the
marriage has brought her and her husband nothing but bridesmaid first. We
joy and contentment. I have to admit. ho\\ever. I was hugged and smiled,
un.;ure <tbout this whole marriage thing. the reason then I looked at her and
being that I sec u lifetime of commitment us a pretty said, ''I heard y~>u got
important step th:11 needs to be !-eriously contemplated married; I can' t believe
before deciding it is time to go ahead and walk doY.n you all are married
the ai~le.
now." Then it hapOn\.·e the wedJing \\as over, it was time tor me to pened, her reply. "Oh
$CC and talk 10 my childhood friend who suddenly had
Kim, you know you
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want to hurry up and get married too. don't your'
What was I supposed to say? I didn't want to lie, and I
knew she would probably see right through it if I did,
so I did the only thing I knew to do, be honest. I looked
ut her, and I very sincerely said, "No. actually I don't."
l wasn't being cynical, like my
mother sometimes likes to think; I
wasn't bitter at all. I wa~ simply
being honest about how I felL I
have nothing against marriage if
you are ready, in love and sure
about your decision, but 1 am none
of these things at this point in my
life. To put it bluntly. why would I
want to "hurry" myself along a
road Jam not quite ready to travel?
The older I get, the more people
want to know "When, when,
when'/" Whatever happened to
"Why, why, why'!'' I never thought
marriage wac; something to ru~h
into. I do not think everyone
should be in love and married off
by a certain age or time. That just
~eems ridiculous. Then, 1 di~cov
eret.l marriage was going to be like
everything else when growing up.

::.•

ezzQ

In My
Opinion

It wa-; going to be candy-coated with peer pressure.

I would have loved to forget about it, but it was
impos~ible. I found myself wondering why the pressure was on. It was almost like everyone else was having a good time, so they decided to let me in on the
secret.
Then. the time came at the reception when there was
actually time to talk and socialiu with those who had
joined the maniage club. I started to realize something.
The more we talked and shared stories, the more I
began to understand that perhaps I had the right idea all
along. The maid of honor ~n't blissfully happy. She
tried to encourage membership into a club of which
she wasn't even happy being a part of.
1 know marriage has its ups and downs. I know
some days are better than othe~. I also know I don't
want a lifetime membership to a club until I know it is
a club I want to be a part of forever. I have seen too
may people make the mistake of joining before their
time, and I continue to see people looking for ways to
quit. I guess. to me at least. and a few other people,
maniage is more than a fad, more than something to be
hurried.

Kimberly
Ritch

Kimberly Ritch is a .senior public rdations major from
Marion .
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Numerous jobs help alumnus succeed

MOVIN'

ONUP
by Taylor Marie Ewing

Although

:L•;sistant news editor

~tudents

may
oft~n wonder
if college is
worth the
stress, this
~eries shows
several
Murray State
alumni have
made it ro the
top.

Throughout his career. Louisville
Mayor David Annwong. a 1966 Murray
State graduate, has served his community
in a variety of ways.
"I've been everything from dogcak:hcr
to mayor," Annsttong said.
Armstrong, who wao; born in Hope,
Ark~ said having a wide range of experiences is necessary to succeed in the field of
public administration.
''Learn all abOut government and philosophy and learn to~ more than one language," Annstrong satd. "Make sure your
life experiences are those that will allow
you to be sensitive to people who find
themselves in plights they can't find a way

out of."
ing community, and I was very quickly virtue of that. I went to Russia for Jimmy
Armstrong, who attended high school in accepced."
Caner for a month." Armstrong said. "I
From 1975-83, Armstrong served as also met with Ronald Reagan about once
Madisonville, Ind.. said he anended
Hanover College before transferring tO commonweahh attorney in Louisville, every three months and briefed him about
when: he established the first Career Crim- the state of criminal justice in the nation."
Murray State.
In 1983, Armstrong was elclcted
"My older brother went to medical school, and it was difficult for - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - attorney g~ of Kentucky and
my father to pay two big tuitions."
"'All life's experiences retained the position until 1988. He
then joined the law firm of Wyatt,
Armstrong said. "'Then, one of my
add up to giving you a Tarrant
and Combs in Louisville
fraternity brothers transferred (to
sense of how to treat where he practiced law for two
Murray State), and I just fell in love
people and how you can years.
with the campus and the people
From 1989 to 1998, Armstrong
there. so I came and finished my
work to make their qualserved as Jefferson County
degree."
ity of life better.''
judge/executive for the longest
During his lime at Murray State,
term in the county's history.
Armstrong was a member of Sigma
As judge/executive, Armstrong
Chi fraternity and several business
David Armstrona
began programs such as Operation
and political-science clubs.
Louisville Mayor and
Murray Slate Alumnus
Self-Help, which was designed to
After receiving his bachelor's
reduce welfare dependency. and
degree in political science. AnnVictim Information Notification
sarons attended law school at the
University of Louisville. He also did post- inal Bureau for the prosecution of habitual Everyday (V.I.N.E.), which was the first
graduate work at Harv.d University, the criminals. the Victim Assistance Program, 24-hour-a-day system to notify victims
National College of District Anomeys and the Economic Crime Program, the Senior when perpetrators are released from jail.
Citizens Advocacy and the FelOny Diver- The V.l.N.E. system is now being implethe University of Nevada.
"I went 10 (the University of Louisville) sion Program.
mented across the nation.
'1 was also elected national president of
and jw.1 fell in love with the city," AnnIn 1999. Armstrong was elected mayor
strong said. "Louisville is a very welcom- the District Attorney Association, and by of Louisville with more than 75 percent of

the vote and will finish his tam this January.
"I'm leaving that position and accepting
an appointment to start a School of Public
Policy at the University of Louisville,"
Annstrong said. ..I'll also be teaching a
class this summer about creative city planning, and I've been asked 10 c;onsull other
cities."
Armstrong said although he enjoyed all
his jobs, serving as mayor of Louisville
was particularly rewan:lins because of his
success in city planning, including the
development of the Louisville riverfront
and establishmem of a skate park.
"Every one of my different jobs I've
loved," Armstrong said. MBeing mayor of
Louisville, we've made some significana
changes. I like development, like building
extreme parks and entertainment centers."
Armstrong said his jobs outside politics
were important factors in his success.
..1 worked in a factory, loadins ships.
selling cars, on a farm. and that was invaluable to me,.. Armstrong said...All life's
experiences add up to giving you a sense of
how to treat people and how you can work
to make their quality of life better."
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this week
•frida
•Musical - "Fiddler
on the Roof." 7 p.m.,
Robert E . Johnson
Theatre. Admission :
aduiL.;, $12; faculty/
s taff/o;enior citizens,
$ 10: students frl!e
with Racercard .

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assi<)tant college life editor. F.rin Richard-;
phone: 762-4480

college life
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Students find health in hip-hop
by Jessica Higdon
contributing writer

•Friday Night Live
"Scribes and Vibes,"
7 p.m., Curris Center
' Stahles. Free admis!'.ion.

•MustcaJ - "Fiddler
on the Roof," 7 p.m ..
RoherL E. Johnson
Theatre. Admission:
adults, $12. faculty/
staff/senior citizens
$1 0; students free
with Racercard.
•Movie
Monty
Python's "The Life of
Brian," 7 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

photos by lenny Hahn/The News

(Above, from left)
and
Amy Hille
Stephanie McDaniels,
both
sophomores
from Paducah, lead
the line of dancers
across the floor as
they slide and drop to
the beat of the music.
(Left} Cardio hiphoppers laugh as they
take turns jumping,
sliding and grooving
to hip-hop tunes in
the Currls Center
dance lounge.

•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ. 9 a.m.
•Uible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m ..
EliJ.abeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church
your
chotec afterward.
•Musical •- "Fiddler
on the Roof," 2 :30
p.m., Robert E. John son Theatre. Admission: adults, $12: faculty/staff/senior citizens, $10; stude nts
free with Racercard.

or

Murray State ~tudents have found a new
way to burn extra calories. Cardio hip-hop,
sponsored by the Campus Activities Board,
made its debut Oct. 16 and provides students
with an alternative workout that burns fat,
works muscles and increases the heart rate, all
while teaming various hip-hop dance moves.
"We were looking for some different activities to have this semester,'' Sarah Powell,
CAB Innovative Acts chair, said. "Karsia
Slaughter came to us with the idea, and we
thought it sounded like a good program, so we
went with it."
Slaughter, a Murray State graduate, currently teaches the class. She was fonncrly a
cheerleader for the American Football
League's Firebird Flames and choreographer
for the Indianapolis Colts before returning to
Murray State to obtain a graduate degree in
mass communications.
Slaughter said the exercise program provides a great alternative to a regular workout.
"Cardio hip-hop is the craze in gyms everywhere," Slaughter said. "People want to know
how to dance to hip-hop music. They want to
team this style, and this is a good way to do
that."
Slaughter said she uses hip-hop aerobics as
a way to blow off steam and relax at the end
of the day.
"College is hard enough," Slaughter said.
"Why not come here and forget about everything. bring a friend and have some fun? Thili
is a great :>tress reliever."
1
Slaughter said many people who take hiphop aerobic:> classes tend to forget about the
workout aspect when concentrating on dance

moves.
"When you do step aerobics, you realize
you are working out because you nrc actually
having to step up onto a box," Slaughter :;aid .
"When you are doing the hip-hop routines.
you are having too much fun to think about
tQe workout - you're too busy concentrating
o n the moves. Everybody wants to be able to
dance like they see in music videos. It's a lot
of fun, and I think that's why people like to do
it.!'

Ashley Stanton, freshman from Litchfield.
ugrced.
" I didn't really know what to expect when I
came to the class." Stanton said. "I thought it
was going to be really hard, but it was actually a lot of fun, and I think (Slaughter) taught
the class really well .... This is a good alternative for me to come get some exercise.''
Powell said she continues to get positive
feedback from participants.
" I have heard from most people that they
really enjoy the program," Powell said. "I am
absolutely loving the fact that this program
has been so successful. This is definitely
something we are going to try to continue
next semester and as long as people show
interest."
In the future, Powell plans to make some
changes to the program to better accommodate students who want to participate.
"We are going to try to move the c lass to a
larger facility, possible the dance studio in the
Carr lleallh Building," Powell said. ''Also. we
may mak.e this a weekly program rather than
biweekly. simply because we have had so
much interest."
The last session of cardio hip·hop this
semester will he held at 6:30 p.m. Dec. 4 in
the Curris Center dance lounge.

Holmes' Family Restaurant satisfies customers
with fresh seafood, new location near Murray
by jessica Higdon

•Performance '"I1te

just another

Tempest." performed
by the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express,
10 a .m., Lovett Auditorium. Admission:

H

.$5.
•Lecture - "Drink
Think"
by
Riel
Barnes. 8 p.m .. Curn"
Center ballroom. Free
admission.

•Performance - "The
Taming of the Shrew."
pcrfonned hy the
Shen:JOdoah Shakespeare Express. 10
u.m., Lovell Auditorium. Admi1>!'>ion: $5.
•Performance - "The
Tempest," performed
by the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express.
7 p.m.• Lovett Auditorium. Ar,lmi~sion : $5.
•CAB
Campus
Activities Board meeting, 4:30 p.m.• Curris
Ct'ntcr
Tennessee
room. All arc welcome.
•Brass RccitaJ- Brnss
Chamber
Music
Recital, 8 p .m., Performing Arts llall.
Free admissiun.

staff writer
Located just moments out of town on
Ky. 121. Holmes' Family Restaurant is
sharing with the Murray community what
residents in neighboring Graves County
have known for a while: Holme.,• is Lhe
place to go for seafood .
Owner Robin Holmes opened Holmes'
Family ReMaurant in Tri-City in 1996, but
has been in the restaurant business for 21

LE

in the wall

year~.

Forget about all those
mainstream restattrants.
Murray js home to numerous
restaurants, but students don't
have a clue about some of the
best of 'em.
This new series will explore
some eateries you may not
have previously included on
your dining agenda - places
you can't find anywhere but
in good ol' Murray.
Check 'em out.

"l was 15 when I started working in the
restaurant business.'' Holmes said. " I guess
you could say it's in my blood."
After the Tri-City location was destroyed
by lire, the restaurant was moved to Mayfield. The new location just outside Murray
opened Oct. 10.
"The Murray community has been very
good to us," Holmes said ...Everyone
seems to be very excited about our opening
here."
Spcciali1ing in fish and seafood. the
restaurant provides a comfortable atmosphere, friendly service and a variety of
food, including fish. steak, ribs and chicken.
''By far, our bestselling item i:. our fish.''
Holmes said. "We have been selling about
600 pounds of !ish each weekend.''
Amanda Miller, junior from Metropolis,
Ill., said l'lhe is tired of fish from fast-food
chains and is glad Holmes opened a second
location m Murray.
''I've heard great things about the restaurant in Mayfield, so I'm really excited
ahout it coming to Murray, especially since

Karri Wurth/Jhc News

A giant catfish swims over the sign for Holmes' Family Restaurant outside Murray.
catfi:.h is one of my favorite foods.'' Miller
said.
Holmes said one reason he set up shop in
Murray was the patronage the community
has shown him in the past.
"When 1 had the restaurant in Tri-City, a
lot uf Murray residents were our best customer:;,'' Holmes said. "Wben we moved
into Mayfield, we seemed to be losing
some of Lhat business, so opening up in
Murray has allowed us to gain some of that
bu!'>iness bade."
In addition to the n.:stauram. Holme~ also
offers a catering service that provides on-

the-spot cooking, a practice that c.!nsures
rood is hot and fresh.
"We bavc.! done quite a hit of catering in
the area," Holmes said. "We have done a
lot of banquets and meetings and things
like that in Murray."
Holmes sntd he is happy with the overall
success of the rt!staurant.
"I really appreciate the Murray/Calloway ,
County community," Holmc.s said. "We
really enjoy being in Lhis area.''
Holmes' Family Rcstauram b open
Thursdays from 4 to 8 p.m. and Friday and
Saturday from 4 to 9 p.m.

•wednesda
•SGA - Student Gov-

ernment Association
senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room . All
arc welcome.
•Woodwind Recital
Woodwind
Music
Chamber Recital, 8
p.m.,
Performing
Arts
Hall.
Free
admission.

I
6
II

14
15
16
17
19
20
21

•Dramatic Recital
"Advice from Shakespeare," 7 p.m .. Faculty IIall room 20!\.
Free admission.
•Fall Concert - University Chorale and
Chamber Concert. 8
p .m .. Performing Arh
Hall. Free admission.
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Web site lists local menus

this vveel<
•mu sic
l. Soundtrack - ''8 Mile"
2. Christina Aguilera -

by J essica Higdon

..SLrippcd''
3. Nirvana - "Nirvana"
4. Santana - "Shaman"
5. Rascal Flatts - "Melt"

Local businessman Paul Dailey
is providing a solution to the
timeless dilemma faced by many
Murray residents: what to cat and
where to cat it.
His Web site, www.murraymenus.com, features menus from
24 restaurants, as well as a calendar of local events and information on local catering services.
Dailey runs a small husincss,
Business Solutions Web Center.
designing Web sites for small· to
mid-size bu~inesses . Dailey said
he staned the site because he and
his fan1ily were tired of eating at
the same restaurants.
The site is intended to expose
area restaurants to the community
and Murray State students.
''My goal is to get people to go

to the featured restaurants. to get
them thinking about their options
around Murray, and in turn helping out the restaurants by promoting their establishment,'' Dailey
:.aid. "The whole goal of the site
is to provide a convenient service
to the community."
John Williams, executive vice
pre~idcnt for the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, said he is hopeful
the Weh site will bring more people to the area.
"We hope that people using the
Web site will see the different
types of restaurants in the area
and will decide to come to Murray and eat." Williams said. ''We
want to hring them to the city and
have them shop at our local merchants."
The Chamber of Commerce
plans to add a link to murraymenus.com on its Web site so

suff writer

Source: Associated Press

• m ovies
l. 8 Mile

Starring Eminem
2. Santa Clause 2
Starring Tim Allen
3. The Ring
Starring Naomi Watts
4. I Spy
Starring Eddie Murphy and
Owen Wilson
5. Jackass
Starring Johnny Knoxville

- - - - - - - - - - - -I

Source: Associated Press

those interested in coming to
Murray can see the avuilable
options, Williams said.
"In the long run, I think this
will not only benctit area restaurants. but other Murray businesses as well," Williams said.
Dailey said severaJ people in
the community have already
expressed excitement about the
site.
"So far J have had a lot of positive feedback from the community, which is good, because the site
hasn't been up lor very long,"
Dailey said. "Hopefully that feedback will continue as the Wch site
grows.''
Dailey also snid he hopes to
expand the idea to other citil!s in
the area.
"Depending on how Wt'll murrayrnenus.com docs in Murray, I
hope to expand my business to

CD Review

other areas like Paducah, Hopkinsville and Bowling Greea,"
Dailey said.
In addition to menus, the Web
site ulso offers a catering feature.
allowing restaurants and individual caterers to publicize their
busi nessc.-;,
Tht.! Web site features listings
of concerts, plays and sporting
event-: throughout the area. Dailey said he plans to continuously
update the site in order to provide
the community with accurate,
convenient infonnation that will
lead to more business for the featured restaurants.
" I see my husine:.s as a form of
an ," Dailey said. "Whether a person writes, paints or does any
kind of creative process, the ultimate goal is positive feedback.
The goal of my art is a positive
impact on local restaurants."

1- - - - - - - - - - - -

Sync or swin1: Timberlake releases solo debut

• books

fled."
Timberlake's son!(s arc beat-heavv and bounce
v.ith the best R&B and hip-hop. while the Neptunes produce beuer-rounded tunes. such as "Like
l Love You," that arc more indicative of Timberlake's previous work and show a strong Michael
Jackson inlluence. However. uot all the producers
do a~ well as Timberlake and the Neptuncs.
Brian McKnight's contribution to the album, a
generic tear-jerker titled "Never Again," just goes
to show that the most talented artist can get bogged
down by mediocre material.
A lesser vocalist would re lost in the production-heavy album, but Timrerlake's vocals are
strong and make every song that much better.
"Like I Love You," the tirst single, is unavoidable, unless you live under a rock. and not what
many Timberlake fans were expecting.
When Pharrell William' of N.E.R.D. busts into
the song, it is apparent that tJ1is is not teen pop anymore: Timberlake has gone out of his "'"..IY to ere·
ate a more senous sound.
''Cry Me a River," tht! second single, will probably be another hit for Timberlake. Even if it is
successful. the song is Timberlake's worst production job on the album.
The other songs on the album do Timberlake
more justice.
"(Oh No) What You Got," a distinct lrac:..l\ that
fluctua tes between the natural sound of a whistle
and techno beeps, will move bodie.-; that only have

by Michael Driver

1. Nor a Roberts - "Table for
Two"
2. Lemony Snicket - "A
Series of Unfortunate Events,
Book 9"
3. IDanielle Steele "Answered Prayers"
4. Dean Koontz - "One Door
Away From Heaven"
5. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Bones''

stalf writl·r

It seemed like a cenainty ever sfnee *NSYNC' s
meteoric rise in 1998: Justm Timberlake was destined to produce a solo album.
That album. "Justified,'' is finally here to the
chagrin of boy-band detractors everywhere and the
joy of fans: the album it-;elf also is a hit-or-miss
affair.
Timberlake takes co-writer's credit, usually
alongside the Neptunes, for every song, but producers also make their presence known on "Justi-

Source: Associated Press

• w e b site
www.rejcctionhotline.com
Nobody likes to be rejected, but
with the fake telephone numbers
provided by this Web site, turning
someone down may by one of the
most hilarious things you can do
for them. Phone numbers from 14
major U.S. cities connect callers
ro a voice message describing
why they were not the object of
thetr intcnucd crush's affection.

aven's

Body

an inkling of rhythm in them.
Timberlake's other big contribution to the
album is "(And She Said) Take Me Now."
Not only docs the song prove that Timberlake
likes to put parentheses in his song names. but it
also is more Michael Jackson than the King of Pop
has heen in a long time, and will probably fare as
1
well on dance floors.
Timberlake has s:.~id several times that he has
not made his l~t album with *NSYNC.
However, with inevitable success on his solo
alhurn, if Timberlake decides to remain solo, no
one should be <.li~appointed.
If he puts out a few more albums like this one,
hi~ name will probahly become more associated
with pop deities :.u~h a') Michael Jackson and
Mariah Carey Lhan tc<.'ny·bopper acts.
There may be a few tracks on "Justified" not
wonh hearing, butt he rest arc better than anything
a male pop vocalist has put out in some time.
Hb more mature ~ound and R&D sensibility
may ahcnate pan of his core audience. but will
probably p1ck up a lew new fans.
Timberlake may not be the new King of Pop yet,
hut it looks like he is heading that way.
Anyone looking for a collection of good-toe'<ccllent songs that would make a beat·savvy rock
move will lind purchao.;ing Timberlake's solo
album is definitely "Justified.''

road triJ)
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer.
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•around town
Murray - Hungry? Dig into a wide
assortment of cakes, jams, jellies,
pies, cookies, candies and other food

items at the Calloway County
Library. The bake sale runs from 9
a.m. to noon. While there, browse
their collection of books and find
something good to take back :md
read.

• t hour drive
Paducah - The Market !louse is
putting on an auction tonight that
you will not wont to miss, The second annual ''Chair-ity" auction features a live and silent auction of all
kinds of chairs, from full-sh·ed to
miniature. The silent auction runs
from 6:30 to 7:30, and the live auction begins at 9, Tickets are $20 and
can be bought at the Market House
box office.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - Head over to Exit In on
Saturday night to see the bnnd
behind the songs .. Right Now" and
"Tomorrow." SR-7 1. The conccn
will begin at 8 and tickets ure $8.
For more information or to on.ler
tickets, phone (615) 255-9600.

• 3 hour drive
Louisville - Punk/emo group "The
Get Up Kids" will be performing
Sunday night at Jillians. The hand
releac;ed its latest album, ''On A
Wire" in May. The show ~>~!gins at 8
and tickets are $ 15. To order uckcL~.
phone (502) ,3fil-3100.

Grade: A-

Relax, Worship, Experience!

One Year Anniversary Sale!

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Now thru November purchase a one hour for
yoursen or In a am certificate and now
receive a coupon for a FREE chair that you

Guest Smeaker Nov. 17

can use later or give It to a friend.

Terry Garvin

It:'• a 555.00 Dollar Value for only
540.00111

• Finding the Lord in The Lord of the Rings
A van will be at Hart HaJJ at 7:45p.m. every
Su nday for evening worship.
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854

Hear Christ Proclaimed
November I7th· 22nd
Bill Cavendar

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

IYIRYONI II WILCOMI•••
BRING TOUR 8 1811 AND Lll Ul RUlON TOGITHIR•••

• Movies
• Home CD Players
• New Car Stereos

TRUTH DOll NOT fiAR INYISTIGATION •••
94 Wesl

DON'T UT IOMIONI lUI DO YOUR THINKING

Foa

TOU!!

• CD's

D

1 0:00 A.M.
SUNDAY A.M. WORSHIP • 1 0:50 A.M.
SUNDAY P.M. WORSHIP • 6:00 P.M.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY • 7:30 P.M.
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We!it: Murray Church of l:hri!it:
Cr'fl'er i Dr•r.Jil RcJ ancl Holtclay Dnv•· tn Murray. Ky
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·llh Street on left
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Holtda Dr.

$89.u & up

$2 a: up

641
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SUNDAY A.M. BIBLE STUDY •

$1 a: up
$29R a: up

• Stereos

• Printers

• Dvd's

•Amps

• Jewelry
• Playstatlon games
• Power tools
•Playst ation 1 & 2

• Scanners
• Guitars
• Guns

• Knives

sports editor: Chris jung
assistant sports editor: Amanc.la Lee
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phone: 762-4468

Apathy needs
to disappear
from athletics
Historian Arnold J. Toynbee once said, "Apathy can be overcome by enthusiasm, and enthusiasm can only be aroused by 1wo
things: fJISt, an ideal, which takes 1he imagination by storm. and
second. a definite, intelligible plan for carrying t.hat ideal into prJctice."
Apathy, you're asking?
For a linle refresher course, apathy is the Latin word that indicates a Jack of interest or concern, especially regarding matters of
general importance or appeal. It can al~ mean a lack of emotion or
feeling of impassiveness.
That didn't do it for you? Oh, I see, you wanted to know how this
fancy word has any bearing on this particular section that deals
merely with sports and Murray State athletes. Well, for the record,
athletes are not my focal point this week. In my opinion, the current
MSU athletes are as locked in and fired up as I've ever seen during
my Racer career.
Usually the most exciting part of a scenario such as this is that the
student supporters then mirror the raw emotions and excitement
given off by participants on the court, field or range. Exuberance,
thrill and electricity should be the adjectives that descnbe the setting at MSU sporting events, especially in the student sections.
Sadly, however, four months into school, those words have been
replaced by torpid, lethargic and, my personal favorite. apathetic.
Now, if you have been an avid "Murray State News.. reader
throughout the past year, then I'm sure you're tired of me standing
on my same soapbox. but these next few months are way too important to stay silent any longer.
During last year's basketball season, I came into the newsroom
OJ} a Tuesday afternoon and, out of anger,
quickly scribbled down a commentary that
bashed srudents and their apathy when it
came to support of athletics at Murray State.
At that time, however, some people may have
had a case against me because of the f!lct that
some of the Racer teams were not exactly
performing well.
This time, however, there is absolutely no
excuse.
Let's get back to Toynbee's quotation. In
order for the current state of apathy to be
overcome, whether it be at Roy Stewart Sta·
diurn on Saturday afternoons or the Regional
Special Events Center for the upcoming basketball season, Toynbee suggests that enthusiasm must be implemented. In order for
enthusiasm to be present, an elaborate ideal
Chris
that overtakes the imagination and stretches
jung
the boundaries must be in place. Allow me to
offer some ideals.
Despite beginning the season with a 1-3
"Exuberance,
record,
the MSU footbal l team has won four
thrill
and of its last
five games and is now above .500
e l ec t ricity with a 5-4 record. Now here is an ideal that
should be the should surely break the apathetic mold: With
in tomorrow's game at Tennessee-Mara d jectives atin,winyour
very own Racers will be in a position
that describe to play on Nov. 23 against Eastern Illinois at
the setting at home, and get this, for the Ohio Valley Conference Championship. During Head Coach
MSU sport- Joe Panounzio' s three-year reign, OVC might
ing events, as well have stood for Occasional Victories
especially in Come. This year, however, those three little
letters represent an opportunity for one of the
the student largest turnarounds in team history.
Playing in front of a national audience last
sections."
season, the Racer basketball team nearly won
the hearts of the college-hoops country by
putting a scare into the No. 3 seeded Georgia
Bulldogs. falling 85-68 in the first round or the NCAA Tournament.
20.926 fans looked on that night at the United Center in Chicago as
the Racers took another step forward in solidifying MSU as the top
team in the OVC, as well as a contender amongst the mid·major
basketball programs in the country.
Jhis sea<>on, the Racers return four starters from the team that
went dancing in 2002, while welcoming back junior guard Chris
Shumate and unveiling four new Racers, including former Mr. Basketball Rick Jones. With that said, the RSEC should be nothing but
rocking this season, considering the fact that this year's team is
being compared to some of the 26-game winners that played under
both former Head Coach Mark Gottfried and current Head Coach
Tevester Anderson.
To conclude, I have members of the Murray community constantly asking me where the srudent spirit is and why MSU studentS
don't get excited about sports and athletic events. I have athleticdepartment employees and distinguished donors questioning our
University's support of athletics despite our successful programs.
My response to each of these inquiries is always a simple shrug of
the shoulders and a mumble along the lines of, "I wish I knew."
My job as sports editor is not to improve student attendance at
football games or basketball games or any sporting event for that
matter. The job description here at "The News'' is simply to report
the scores and summarize the games, competitions and tournaments. My motive in this case, however. is simply to use my la\t
8a.~p of air when it comes to the matter and to urge all students to
get out of the dorms, away from the televisions and into the MSU
sports venues.
That may !.cern too simple and weak of a plea. however, that is
my intelligible plan to put the aforementioned ideal into practice.

Sports Talk

by Chrlsjung
sports l'Uitor

and
by Nick Batts
staff writer

Men's Basketball
De~pite losing point guard Justin Burdine, last year's
leading scorer, to graduation, the 2002.03 version of the
Murray State men:s basketball team is already turning
some heads.
Four returning starters, veterans of the Racers' 2002
NCAA Tournament game against Georgia, have double
the depth from last season and are hoping to defend
their statu~ as Ohio Valley Conference Champions.
Given the team's end-of-season run lac;t year and this
year's returning talent, fellow OVC coaches have voted
MSU a-; the No. I preseason team in the OVC.
Head Coach Teve~tcr Anderson. who is in his lOth
season, said he is confident, but understands that his
team still has work to do.
"I do rhink our guys feel like they're the team to
beat," Anderson said. "But I'm not sure they're completely committed to being a-; good as they can be right
now."
Back on the floor for the Racers arc senior center
Jame~ Singleton and junior forward Cuthbert Victor.
Singleton. one of five seniors for MSU, led the team
and conference in rebounding last season and averaged
a double·double with J2.2 points and 10. I rebounds per
game. Anderson said Singleton made several changes
to his game during the off.season, including his outside
shooting and altitude.
"James is one of our best players right now. and he"s
improved quite a bit from the beginning of last year,''
Anderson said. "He really lt:arned a lot from our NCAA
tournament game against Georgia because he realized
how the teams from power conferences play."
Victor was last season's fourth-ranked scorer and
sccond·ranked rebounder and has the potential to be a
leader for the Racers again this year, Anderson said.
"(Victor) will be all over the place for us this year,"
Anderson said. "He'll be inside and outSide, and he's
one of our best offensive reboundcrs. We expect him to
have another wong season for us."
Joining Singleton and Victor in a probable starting
lineup for the Racers will be ~nior forward Antione
Whelchel. junior guaru Rick Jones and junior guard
Chris Shumate.
Whelchel is MSU's defensive specialist and was
third on the team la't season in both scoring and
rebounding.
Jones is a former Kenrucky Mr. Basketball who averaged 5.7 points per game at Vanderbilt before transferring to MSU. He will handle the point for the Racers
and focus on outside shooting.
Jones' guard counterpart Chris Shumate, reruming
from a season-ending ailment, may bC a vital component for the Racers with his 3·point shot Anderson is
hopeful Shumate and Jon~ will provide plenty of lireworks from the perimeter.
"We really think we have some of the best shooters
since I've been here," Anderson said...We didn't have
Shumate or Jones lac;t year, and if guys lilce Justin Burdine got cold, then we really struggled."
The Racers al~ are hoping to bolster their substitute
play~l'8. After playing with only two substitutes for the
majority of last season. MSU will have nine players on
the sideline, four of whom will be rotated more fre-
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Standings

4·0
3·1

2·1
Eastern Kentucky 3·2
Tennessee State 1·3
(!'ennessee·Martin 0·4
Tennessee TC<:h 0·4

Overall
7·2
S-4
7-4
7-4

2-8
4-7
2·8

OVC Overall
"SEMO

Eastern Tllinois
Tennessee· Martin
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Morehead State
Austin Peay

6·0-0
4·1·1
3·2·1
3·3·0
2·2·2
0·5·1
0·5·1

• OVC Rl'gu{Qr·~'' Clrnmr•""

14·4·2
11·7·3
9·7·3
12-6-1
8·7·2
2-12·1
0·12·3

Ryan Brooks/The News

Murray State junior guard Cbri! Shumate shoots a 3-pointer during the Racers' ~win over VASDA oo Sunday.
quently.
Last year's point man, senior guard Kevin Paschel,
and senior guard Antonio Henderson will be the featured subs for the Racers and provide depth in the guard
position as well as fresh speed on the court.
·we will probably run a little more full-court press
this year than we did last year because we feel like we
have a little deeper bench," Anderson said. "Offensive·
ly, we'll probably spread it out a little bit more than we
did Ja<;t year, too.''
The Racers, who went 19-13 last season, will taekle
another tough schedule, highlighted by trips to Southern
Illinois. Southern Mississippi, Memphis and Auburn. as
well as a Dec. 7 game with Western Kenrucky at home.
Unlike the pa:.t few seasons, the Racers will not participate in an in-season toumamem. MSU played the Jim
Thorpe Cla<>sic in Louisville during the last f~w years.
"I think it's probably good we're not playing in a
tournament thi~ year," Anderson said. "We bad planned
to play in a tournament in Las Vegas, but it was canceled. However, we're still playing a difficult schedule,
and it's one of those crazy schedules where we will be
challenged every night out."
Following its 99-68 victory over VASDA on Nov.
10. the Racers will play its second tuneup game at 7
p.m. Sunday in the Regional Special Events Center

against the EA Sports All-Star Team. Regular season
action gets underway at 7 p.m. Nov. 22 at home ns the
Racers welcome West l-1orida.

Women's Basketball

The Murray State women's baskethalltcmn is entering tbe 2002.03 se"ason looking to exceetl preseason
expectations. The Lady Racers were recently picked to
finish sixth in the OVC, but Coach Eddie Fields said the
race for the title is wide open.
'7here are a lot o{ new players in our le&&ue. a lot of
new faces," Fields said. "Night after night. anybody cau
get beat, and we just want to wait and see what happens
when the smoke clears."
f-ields says the women's squad is going to try to run
pa.~t their opponents this year.
"Overall, we're working extremely hard right now,"
Fields said...We are in great shape. We're doing lots
more running and conditioning this year because we
want to play as much up-tempo ac; we can."
Expectations are high for sophomore guards Rebecca
Remington and Brittany Park. Remington was last
year's OVC Freshman of the Year and was named to
the preseason OVC All-Conference Second Team.
Park joined Remington on the All-Freshman Team la<;t
year.
"Remington and Park picked up where rhcy left off
last year," Fields said. 'They played so many minutes
last year. they were like sophomores."
This year's squad will focus on improving us game
closer to the net.
"Before, our strength has been our guards, shooting
(3-pointers)," Fields said. 'This year, we're going to be
I!Oncentrating more on getting the ball inside more."
The Racers will feature some height at the post ro~i
tion, with 6-foot-2-inch sophomore RiQuita Thomas
returning and incoming 6-foot-3-inch freshmen Sheree'
Lauer and Lori Trumblee.
''We are glad 10 have RiQuita Thomas back." Fields
said. •·she will help us with our inside game, especial·
ly defensively. Lori Trumblee is l.l very, very talenred
young lady who finishes well and has a nice midrange
jumper. and Lauer passes the ball well."
MSU also brings a good deal of talent to the forward
position with senior Beth Schnakenberg. ns well a'>
sophomore tranlifer Kaleena Miller and freshman Lindsay Como.
"Beth got going for us after Christmas last ye:.~r, and
she's really shooting the ball well now," Fields said.
"She's all over the boanls. Lindsay Cornn is showmg a
lot of promise right now. She's aggres~ive and just goes
all over the place. She'.s un unselfish kid. and we need
her to be more of a shooter. Kalcena Mrllcr. a (6-foot1-inch) transfer. I feel can guard anyone. She's a very
athletic kid who does an outstanding joh on the
boards."
The women's basketball team will begin its regular
season schedule Nov. 23 against Nonh Curolina·Charlolte at the Gazette Hawkeye Challenge in Iowa City,
Iowa. MSU fans will not get a chance to sec the Rnccrs
at home until Dec. 7, when the team plays J:u:kson
KMri Wurth/The News Stnte. However. fans can see the team in exhibition
Murray State sophomore forward/post Ka leena action tonight against the Nashville All·Stnrs m 7 p.m at
Miller carries out a drill during a recent practice. the Regional Special Events Center.

Chris Jung is sports editor for "The Murray Srate News."
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Intramural Football
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Overall
•UT·Martin
14·1 21·5
Morehead !'tate 12·3 19·11
SEMO
12·3 17·11
8-6 9-11
Murray St:lh~
Austin Pcay
6·9 10.18
TennesSt>e Tech
5·9
8·16
Eastern Kentucky 5-10 I l-17
Eastern Illinois
4·11 9-20
TennessC(' StJtt•
0-14 13·19
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Standings

Hester
White
Franklin
Clark
Richmond
Regents
Hart

2·0
2-1

White "A"

1-1

1-3

Regent~

0·2·1

Hester
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ElizJbeth
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2·3

3-0

0·4
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Clark
Richmond

3-0
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Intramural Football
Standings

5·0
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3·2

2·3
1-3

0·4
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Alph~ Tau Om~a
l..."lmbcb Otl Alpha
Alpha Sigma f'hl
Alpha Gllmma Rho
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Sigma PI
Ph1 K·'PP" rau
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5-1
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Alpha Omicron P1

4·2
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4·2
3-2

3·2
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S•gmd Sigma S•gma

2-4
2-4

5·0

2-2
2·2
0·2
0·-1
0·5
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Alph~

1·2
Omkrunl'i ·u· UM1·1
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Racers continue run at OVC Championship
by Seth Combs
st:tfl' writt>r

The Murray State football team
notched iiS second-stm.ight ,SO-point
pcrfomlallCe Ja-;t Satun.lay, outplaying
visitor Tennessee State 51-27. The victory is the Racers' third in a row and
places them in contenuon for the Ohio
Valley Conference crown if they can
can win their last two remaining games.
After an opening score by senior tailback Billy Blanchard, MSU (5-4. 3-1
OVC) found iL'itlf tied 1· 7 after a defensive miscue allowed TSU to score midway through the firM quarter. From
there, the Racers scored 23 unanswered
points to finish out the first half. begin·
ning with one of sophomore tight end
Jimmy SL Louis's two touchdown!) on a
9-yanl pas.-; from junior quarterback
Stewart Childress.
Blanchard gave the Racers their third
touchdown early in the secoml quarter
on a 7-yard run.
The defense also had a dominating
first-half pt!tformancc, grab!1ing two

From

interceptJons and holding TSU to only
seven points. Defensive end Brian
Moss came up with one of the interceptions.
'1'he coaches are gening us in good
position, and we're making plays when
we have the chance," Moss said. "I
think we're just in the right place at the
right time."
'llle defense also recorded a safety
midway through the ~ond quarter.
After a punt pinned Tennessee State
deep, the defense. led by senior defen~ive tackle James Bridge.,, smothered
running bxk Charles Anthony in the
end zone to put the Racers ahead 23-7.
The rout continued when Blanchard
recorded his third touchdown of the half
on a 2-yard run that put MSU up 30-7 at
halftime.
The Racers next score came on a 1yard run by sophomore tailback Ulysses
Odoms with a liule more than six minutes remaining in the third quarter. The
touchdown put the Racers ahead 37-7.
Tennessee State mounted a comeback in the fourth quarter, cutting the

behind the

mance to the offensive line.
"It aU starts up front, and our offensive line did another great job," Pannull7.io said. "Teams know we're going
to t.ry and run the ball, and they're loading up the box to try and stop it, yet
we're still finding ways to run the ball."
As for the possible OVC Championship, Pannunzio said only time will
tell.
"We' ll find out in a couple of
weeks," Pannunzio said...Alii know is
that we were at 1-3, and people were
starting to question us. But our kids
hung together, fought through the
advcn;ity and are still in a position to
put rings on their fingers."
The Racers will rerum to action at 1
p.m. Saturday at Tennessee-Martin. A
victory for the Racers would secure an
OVC-title match-up against Eastern
Illino~ on Nov. 23.

MSU secondary apart for three scores,
but the Racers refused to stop scoring.
St. Louis scored his second touchdown
of the game, which wac; followed by a
2-yard score from Bridges. a starting
defender playing fullback in the game·s
final minutes. Bridges' first career
touchdown was the lac;t score of the
game.
Childress flnished 9 of 14 for 103
yards. His career tally of 6,419 yards
pas!>ing moved him into second place
on MSU's career-pao;sing list. The
Racer running game also was firing on
all cylinders, racking up 321 ycl.rds with
ju~t 5 I carries. Freshman Ron Lane
managed 99 yards on only eight carries.
Blanchard finished with 98 yards on 17
carrie.-;, and Odoms finished with 81
yanls on 19 carries.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio credits
the Racer's strong oftensive perfor-

jenny Hahn! The News

Murray State senior wide receiver Marcus Christon fakes out a
defender during the Racers' SJ-27 win over Tennessee State on
Saturday. Christon had two catches for 14 yards in the ga me.

Shadows

by Amanda Lee
as.'>istlnt sporo; editor

Some men at Mwray State are getting a taste of
Europe (and just a bit of blood) through their participation in the Rugby Oub.
SeniorCJ. Naber from Versailles has participated in
the Rugby Oub for the past four years and said the club
has been around for at least eight years.
Rugby Oub Pre~ident Jeremy Baker helps the men
recruit and schedule g~ but for the most part, club
members take care of everything them'lelves, from
leading practices to paying for trips 1100 uniform~t
MembeMip dues run about $35. Naber said. which
covers the cost of ttavel
"We haye all the equipment we need this yw,"
Naber said. Uniform.'> are paid for by the members
themselves.
Practices are held on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 9
p.m., and Naber said anyone wanting to join can simply show up to prnctice at the fields. Bec41use the club
has no oftkial ooach. the more experienced players
coordinate the practices.
'1bere are a lot of veteran players that lead every.
thing," Naber said.
•
~am Wurth/The News
Though many people a."-SSCiate rugby with injuries,
Members of the Murray State Rugby Club pile up durmg a recent match Naber said the club has had no serious injunessincehe
against the University of Kentuck-y. The team is in action next on Nov. 23. joined.

''We only have injuries every once in a while; •
Naber said. "If somebody gets hurt, it's because they
did oomcthing dumb,"
Naber also said tlie rough nature of the spon might
deter ~me players.
"I think that it is a littJc bit of a downfall," Nabe.r
said.
The roughness f:K.:tor is actually what attracted Ben
Quinton, sophomore from Sbcpherdwille, who said he
broke his nose playing rugby.
''After we get done knocking the crap out of each
other, we'll go have a party with the other team and forget about what happened during the day," Quinton said.
The club members recruit constantly, setting up
tables :md ~ting fliers. Naber said recruiting efforts
were more successful this year, 3lld the club ha~ more
than 20 active members.
"We just got lucky," Naber said. ''We had a whole
bunch of rookies this year that jusL wanted to keep playing."
Quinton, a rookie himself. had several reasons for
joining the dub.
"I just liked the idea of being a part of the team."
Quinton said. "I think there's un element of respecl
there too. People look at you diflerently when they lind
out you're a rugby player."
Nabcr said many of the players are inte.resti.'CI in
being a part of the team ntmo~pherc. not their playing

time. However, the club tries to let everyone play during the gam!S.
"If you come to practice, you'Uprobably get to play
sometime," Naber said.
Naber said only two current players had previous,
high-school rugby eJtperience. The rest are taught the
game once they join the club.
The club has played some competitive teams this
semester, taking on the University of Southern Indiana,
Tennessee Tech, College of the South. Washington
University and University of Kentucky.
Though the club ha.!i a recoro of 1-5. Naber said most
of the games were close.
"Our favorite game was (Wa..Jrington University)
because we won.·• Naber said.
The club's rno& recent game was Saturday against
the University of Kentucky. MSU lost the game 14-21,
but Naber said the crowd was good, and he encouraged
students to come to the games.
The men have one more road game this semester,
traveling to the College of the South on Nov. 23. A new
schedule f<x' the spring will feawre many of the same
teams as this fall, though Naber said new additions will
hopefully include Western Kentucky and Rhodes Colle~e.

"Most people don't know a lot about rugby," Quinton said. "'t's a chance to come experience something
new."

Rifle squad competes at Walsh Invitational, Lexington
by Amanda Lee
a~sistam

sporL'i editor

The rifle team entered this week with
a 6-1 record after a big weekend a"-'UY.
The ~hooters trnvelcd to the Walsh Invi·
tational on Saturday and headed to the
University of Kentucky on Sunday,
barely defeating lhe nationally ranked
Wildcats by 13 points.
Murray State, which consistently tops
the Ohio Valley Conference, ~hot for an
uggregate score of 6187 at the Walsh
Invitational, hosted by Xuvicr Univcrsi·

...,.._~

.,__.....,.

ty. The team scored a 4644 in small bore
and 1543 in air rule.
The Walsh Invitational is one of the
larger competitions of the year. The tourn:unent is unusual because it is held over
four weekends. with different teams
shooting each weekend in November.
Murrny State competed at Xavier
early, and the team will have to wail until
the end of the month to team how it did
against the other teams.
Sophomore Mike Gardner said the
Walsh Invitational is a hig match for all
the teruns.

mance." said Coach Diana Stone. who is
in her third season as Murray State's rifle
coach. "Things are more in a groove,
more relaxed."
After Xavier, the team tr.tvcled to
Lexington to compete against UK. The
teams were tied in the air-nfle competition, each shooting 1551. Murray State
managed to gain an edge over the Wildcats in the small-bore compctilion, howewr. shooting for 4632 points. Kentucky
shot a 4619 in small hore.
"We were happy with that," Stone
said. "UK is one of the top teams in the

"It pretty much gives Ihe lineup for the
OVC and NCAA rank.<;," Gardner said.
'The whole team takes it prcny seriously."
Gardner shot an ! ISO in small bore at
the invitational. Junior Morgan Hicks, a
two-time AU-American. led the team
with an aggregate 1574 (396-1 l 78).
Sophomore Robcn Purdy shot for 1549
aggregate poinl<>. and freshman Alex
Culbcrtron added an aggregate I533.
Junior Beth House completed Murray
State's score with a 381 in air rifle.
"I was very pleased with their perfor-

~The people of The United Methodist Church~

~~ First United Methodist
Church

Has a new Sunday School class
just for you!

Sundays at 10:00 a.m.
Second floor of the Education Building
Need information or a ride? Call 753-3812 or
753-6682 or 753-4006
503 Maple Street

--SPAGHETTI--

Wedne1day

count.ry."

l lick.o; again led Murray State with a
score of 1179 in small bore and 397 in
air rifle for 11n aggre~atc 1547. Culbertson added an aggregate 1547, and Purdy
posted a score of 1528. Gardner shot an
1150 in 'mall bore, with House adding a
score of 382 in air rille.
Stone. who was a shooter at Murray
State prior to graduating in 1995, has the
luxury of coaching a team with no
seniors.
"I'm not losing anyone," Stone said.
The team is preparing for its next

match aga.in.c;t Ala.'!ka-Failbanks on Nov.
26. Murray State hosts the team each
year.
'They're (Alaska-FairbankS) still the
reigning champions and have put out
some hard scores this year," Stone said.
''I'm going in with high expectations of
giving them a run in air rifle."
Though the shooters must be strong
individual performers, Gardner said they
come together to fOilll a close team.
''I like the road trips and hanging out
a1 prnctice." Gardner said. 'There are
only frve of us, so we're all pretty close."

www.thenews.org
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~lie f£ssentia{ 'lJay Spa
•An AVEDA Concept Salon

why

• Massage Therapy
• Body Treatments
• Facials • Sugaring
• Manicures &
Pedicures
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1311 johnson Blvd.
Murray • 767-0760
essentlalspa@hotmail.com
10% Discount w/ MSU ID

Gift Certificates Available

I-Iope Harbor Church ...
S AME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

RICKY

Saturday,
November t 6th
7:00p.m.

A.

LAMKIN

ATTO RNEY AT LAW

Regional Special Events Center

t:IINTINUINIJ THE LE611t:Y
ForTicl<ets, call270-762-4895
I

DIFFERENT MUSIC

304 NORTH 4TH STREET
M URRAY. KY 42071

http:/ /lamkinlaw.com
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OFFICE: (270) 735·1737
FAX: (270) 759 ·4625
I

DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowing how to improve your home, your work, your life.
Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.
•
D IFFERENT R ELATIONSHIPS

J
~

HOME: (270) 435·4635

ralamkin@Jamldnlaw.com

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents. and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.
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Shoe boxes spread toys, cheer
to needy children overseas

november IS, 2002

MaHel:
NAFTA, WIA provide
grants
.
From Page 1

by Nichole Lopez
conLrihuting \Yritt·r
Members of the Murray State
Rotoract are getting into the spirit
of the upcoming holidays by sponsoring a shoe-box collection to
help needy children in countries
other thnn the United States.
Students can buy a shoe box, till
it with toys for a certain age group,
wrap the box and drop it off at
drop-off boxes located in the residential colleges and Curris Center.
Students who do not have a shoe
box may use a plastic container.
Swdents may also attend a
Rotoract gift-wrapping party at 7
p.m. Tuesday in Franklin College
to wrap their presents.
Brnd Modlin. treasurer for the
Rotoract, said he bought about six
or seven bags full of toys. wrapping paper and other nece~sities
for the gift-wrapping party.
"I did this last year, and I
thought this would be a good thing
to do again this year," Modlin
· said.
Suzy McGrew, senior from
Houston. said she believes the
shoe-box collection is a great
opportunity.
"I'm a past president and cofounder (of the Rotoract),"
McGrew said. "Brad brought up
the idea to extend the part)' to help
out more kids this year."
Last year. Rotoract collaborated
wi'th another organi7ation. America's Purse, to send the boxes to
Afghanistan. The national organization helped pay for the shipping

the mun-ay state news

may apply for tuition funding at
her department.
"We determine which program
is right for them.'' Parks said. "[f
there is not enough money available through NAFfA. then we
look to see if they can be signed
up wi th WIA. Applicants who
qualify must be dislocated workers due to foreign competition."
Parks said both programs are
funded by the federal government.
Enacted in 1994, NAFfA is an

Karri Wurth!The News

Suzy McGrew, senior from Baytown, Texas, and Brad ModUn,
sophomore from Bowling Green, wrap shoe boxes to fill with gifts.
of the boxes.
Two of the gift-wrapping parties
have already taken place.
John Schaudt, junior from Cutler, Ill.. bought a variety of gifts
for his donation.
"The feeling you get to help a
less-fortunate kid (is great),"
Shaudt said. ''My present is for a
boy between the ages of five
through nine."
Megan Hicks. junior from St.
Louis, brought her own wrapping
paper to the party and helped oth ers wrap their gifts.
'T ve worked at a service desk
wrapping presents before," Hicks

said.
Susan Yose, senior from A lton,
Jll., chose to include more than
just toys in her shoe box.
" I have a present for a girl
between five and nine," Yose said.
"I chose coloring books. crayons,
a doll , toothbrush and toothpaste."
One student decided to leave a
football and football cards for his
child, in addition to a personal
note.
The deadline to tum ir1 shoe
boxes is Tuesday. Students are
asked not to include used items,
chocolate, liquids or war-related
toys.

agreement between the United
States. Canada and Mexico that
eliminates tariffs and other trade
barriers. The goal of tQe agreement is to create a massive freetrade area, increasing competition and the variety of goods and
services available to consumers.
A side effect of the agreement,
however, is the elimination of
American blue-collar jobs by
companies who relocate their
factories to Mexico to take
advantage of lower wages.

Woods, Skinner and McCann
said they were alarmed at the loss
of their jobs, but all agreed the
changes in their lives were bene·
ficial. Although they miss work·
ing with their fellow employees,
they satd they do not miss the
repetitive work of their former
jobs .
For more information ab~)Ul
qualifying for grant money from
NAFTA or WIA, contact the
Murray State Career Discovery
Center ut 762-7080.

Latin interest spreads across country,
little enthusiasm at Murray State
by Adam L Mathis
staff writer
Despite a rising interest in the
language at college campuses
across the country, Murray State
students are not showing enough
interest to warrant a course in Latin.
A report from CNN stated that
enrollrnent in Latin classes is on the
rise on all academ ic levels. especially in Texas, Virginia and Massachusett!>.
Murray State does not offer a
course because significant interest
has not been expressed by students,
said Meg Brown, modem language
department chair.
"There hasn 't been (a Latin

course), not because we are stuck in
our respective fields. but also
because there has not been enough
inquiry shown from students,"
Brown said.
Bnlwn also said that because of
state budget issues and a limitoo
number of qualified individuals,
adding a Latin course might be dif·
ticult at this time.
"The Kentucky budget is still
uncertain, and thi~ makes being
able to hire for a new position. as
the Latin would require.. more difli·
cult,'' Brown s<1id.
Brown said that she believes the
other language courses are more
popular because they have a more
obvious use.

''The languages that we're are
offering now are languages that are
spoken. and so the perception is I
can gv out and I can use Spanish
immediately," Brown said.
Wendy Pfeffer. chair of the
department uf classical and modem
languages at the University of
Louisville, said four intnxiuctory
Latin courses are being offered this
semester, with a minor possible.
"Because of the structure of
Latin, teaming Latin is great train·
ing for learning any other language." Pfeffer said.
Pfefter also said that l..ntin is still
used today in some academic conferences and in the Catholic
Chun:h.
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The Murray State News

is looking for
photographers for the
Spring semester.

NEED CIFT51
...forget the mdU, pdint them dlt!

Volunteer and paid positions available (you must.
volunteer before you get a paid position).

Apply at The Murray State News
1st floor Wilson Hall or
call Karri Wurth at 4468.

Paint a Christmas Present and get 10% om
SJJturdaytmd Sun day Nov. 16th a net J7th- ChriStmas Open H OU5f1
Tuesday- MSU Day, t/2 Studio Fee
Open Monday-Saturday 1 I a.m. to 8 p m... 305 H. 12t h Strc>~t., 5J-ARTO
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